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1 Introduction

WPA (Wi-Fi Protected Access)[1] is a security protocol
for wireless LAN communication, and it provides confi-
dentiality and integrity. WPA has been designed in or-
der to fix weaknesses[2, 3, 4] of WEP (Wired Equiva-
lent Privacy)[5], which is a past security protocol used in
many wireless LAN products. WPA-TKIP is more secure
than WEP, and the realistic attack except for off-line dic-
tionary attack[6] has not been proposed yet. However, it
is said that WPA-TKIP has some vulnerabilities to a fal-
sification attacks. The falsification attacks which bring
threats to message integrity have been discussed. The at-
tack was proposed by Beck and Tews in 2008 (Beck-Tews
attack)[7]. Their attack recovers a message integrity check
key (MIC key) and a plaintext from an encrypted short
packet like an ARP packet in the IEEE802.11e[8] network,
and it falsifies the ARP packet in 12–15 minutes.

We have proposed a man-in-the-middle (MITM)
attack[9, 10] since 2009, a reverse chopchop attack[11]
and a QoS forgery attack[12] since 2010. We showed that
the execution time on the falsification attack was much
shorter and the attack can be executed in the general net-
work which does not support IEEE802.11e. In 2009, F.M.
Halvorsen showed that in the IEEE802.11e network they
could falsify a DHCP ACK packet which was much larger
than an ARP packet[13].

The some methods that the attacker can do a harm with
the falsification attack in the real environment have been
discussed. Their methods include ARP cache poison-
ing, DHCP DNS attack and NAT Traversal attack etc[13].
However, almost attacks are not developed from theoret-
ical considerations and a part of the experimentation. In
this paper, we implement ARP cache poisoning and DHCP
DNS attack. In addition we discuss realistic damages
caused by these attacks in the real environment and a vari-
ety of problems in implementing these attacks. Moreover,
we demonstrate that the execution time on DHCP DNS at-
tack can be reduced in half by the reverse chopchop attack
and the QoS forgery attack in realistic environment. As
an experiment result, in almost all networks the attacker
can halt the client’s use of the network services for over
30 minutes and force the client to set an IP address of the
false DNS server within 18 minutes.
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2 WPA-TKIP

WPA uses two kinds of keys, which are a MIC key
and a encryption key. The former is used to detect the
message forgery/falsification, and the latter is used to en-
crypt/decrypt packets. These keys are generated from a
shared master key.

We describe a process of the sender. A MIC is gener-
ated from the MIC key and a data, and it is added to the
data. If the data is very large, the data is fragmented into
small data. In this paper, we describe about a small data
is not fragmented an ICV is calculated from the data with
the trailing MIC by using CRC32, and it is added to the
data. The data with the trailing the MIC and the ICV is
a plaintext packet. A pseudo-random sequence (called a
keystream) is generated from an initialization vector (IV)
and an encryption key by using RC4[14]. The plaintext
packet is encrypted by XORing the plaintext packet with
the keystream. The sender sends this encrypted packet to
a receiver.

We describe a process of the receiver. The receiver re-
ceives the encrypted packet and an IV. The IV is com-
pared with the TSC counter, which is a value of the IV
corresponding to an encrypted packet accepted most re-
cently. If the received IV is less than or equal to the TSC
counter, the received encrypted packet is discarded. The
same keystream as the one of the sender is generated from
an IV and an encryption key. The encrypted packet is de-
crypted by XORing the keystream with the packet. The
receiver calculates an ICV from the received packet, and
the ICV is compared with the received ICV. If these ICVs
differ, the received packet is discarded. The receiver cal-
culates a MIC from the received packet, and the MIC is
compared with the received MIC. If these MICs differ, the
received packet is discarded and the receiver sends the er-
ror message of MIC (a MIC failure report frame) to the
sender. In WPA, the MIC key is changed if more than two
error messages of MIC are sent to the sender in less than
a minute. When the received packet is accepted, the TSC
counter is updated to the value of IV which the received
packet included.

3 ARP Cache Poisoning

3.1 Previous Attack
Beck and Tews showed that the attacker can recover

MIC key is used in WPA-TKIP in 9–13 minutes, and can
execute an ARP cache poisoning. The ARP cache poi-
soning is an attack that an attacker can confuse a network
which a client belongs to with poisoning the client of ARP
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Fig.1 DoS attack using ARP cache poisoning

cache. The attack which takes advantage of the weakness
of the ARP protocol is not prevented easily and is not no-
ticed to be attacked by the attacker. Though Beck and
Tews showed that the the attacker can execute the ARP
cache poisoning, they have not proposed an attack model
which can damage in a real environment. A specific at-
tack model with the ARP cache poisoning has been pro-
posed by F.M. Halvorsen. They showed that it was the
most effective to poison a MAC address corresponding to
IP address of a default gateway, and the attacker could ex-
ecute a DoS attack. This reason is that the packets pass the
default gateway certainly when the attacker send the pack-
ets from a local network to outside. The client who was
poisoned the MAC address of the default gateway cannot
send packets to the outside of network, and a variety of net-
work services like net-surfing and e-mail are not available.
However, the ARP cache is refreshed automatically after
the specific time. The client can recover from the DoS,
because their attack cannot send the only seven falsified
packets.

We develop the existing attack and propose a concrete
attack model with ARP cache poisoning. With our attack,
the attacker can keep executing the DoS attack unless the
client disconnects the network or the MIC key is renewal.
3.2 An Improved DoS Attack

In this section, we propose that the attacker can execute
an additional attack in client’s recovering from the DoS,
after the attacker can execute the ARP cache poisoning. A
flowchart of our attack shows Fig. 1. We show 3 type of
sending and receiving ARP packets in Fig. 2 to propose the
additional attack. Type 1 shows that the default gateway
sends ARP Request packets to unicast for the client, and
the client sends ARP Response packets to unicast. Type 2
shows that the client sends ARP Request packets to broad-
cast for the default gateway, and the default gateway sends

#1 : ARP Request (Unicast )

#2 : ARP Response (Unicast)

default
gateway STA

#1 : ARP Request (Broadcast)

#2 : ARP Response (Unicast)
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#2 : ARP Response (Unicast)

#4 : ARP Response (Unicast)

#3 : ARP Request(Unicast)

Type 1

Type 2

Type 3

　

Fig.2 3 types of ARP packets

ARP Response packets to unicast. Type 3 shows that after
Type 2, the default gateway sends ARP Request packets to
unicast for the client, and the client sends ARP Response
packets to unicast. The attacker must confirm which types
of ARP packet were sent when he/she could execute a DoS
attack with ARP cache poisoning. This reason is that there
are two types of the ARP packets are sent between the de-
fault gateway and the client. They are ARP Request and
ARP Response. And they are different in construction. If
the attacker mistakes the type of an ARP packet, he/she
fails to execute the ARP cache poisoning.

The attacker can recover an IP address of the sender or
the receiver in 10 seconds with a reverse chopchop attack.
The attacker can guess easily the IP address of the default
gateway, because the default gateway must communicate
with all clients connected with a network. Next, the at-
tacker observes the ARP packets are sent from the default
gateway to a target client and confirms which types of the
ARP packets in Fig. 2. As a result, the attacker can guess
the construction of an ARP packet which will be sent next.
The attacker captures the ARP packet which is sent in the
client’s recovering to the real ARP cache, and can execute
the additional attack by specifying a keystream in a mo-
ment.
3.3 Evaluation Experiment

We make evaluation experiments of the DoS attack with
the ARP cache poisoning. We observe the network well
and evaluate whether the attacker can halt the client’s use
of the network services for over 30 minutes. We make the
evaluation experiments in two kinds of network. One is
Type 1, the first ARP packet is sent from the default gate-
way to the client, the other is Type 2 and Type 3, the first
ARP packet is sent from the client to the default gateway.
In the former case, a first ARP Response packet is sent
and the attacker sends the falsified packet which was en-
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Fig.3 DHCP protocol sequence

crypted with a keystream of an ARP Request packet. In
the latter case, the first ARP Response packet was sent 10
seconds after the attacker sends the falsified packet which
was encrypted with a keystream of the first ARP Response
packet. Here, the attacker waits for 10 seconds because
he/she can execute the ARP cache poisoning in Type 2
and Type 3. The evaluation experiment showed that the
attacker can execute the DoS attack for over 30 minutes in
the both type networks.

We explain what the damages will be arisen by our at-
tack. First, the client cannot use any web services, the web
surfing and web mail etc. And even if the client is dam-
aged the ARP cache poisoning, he/she cannot identify the
cause. The client must reconnect the network or refresh
the ARP cache himself/herself to recover from the DoS,
because the client who was damaged our attack cannot re-
cover automatically.

4 DHCP DNS Attack

4.1 Previous Attack
4.1.1 DHCP

DHCP is used for the dynamically configure IP network
parameters of a client in a local network. DHCP is based
on a server-client model, when the client requests network
parameters from a DHCP server. Figure 3 shows a DHCP
protocol sequence. The DHCP server typically provides
the client with IP address, Subnet Mask, Gateway IP, DNS
Server and other parameters required for the client in the
network. The DHCP consists of four basic phases, DHCP
-Discover, -Offer, -Request and -ACK. The client connects
to a network, then the DHCP server sends DHCP Dis-
cover packet to the broadcast. The DHCP server which
received the DHCP Discover packet sends clients DHCP
Offer packet. The DHCP Offer packet includes IP address
offered by the DHCP server and other network parameters.
The DHCP server preserves the network parameters, IP ad-
dress etc. The DHCP Request packet includes IP address
of the client and Transaction ID included in the DHCP Of-
fer packet. If the value of Transaction ID which the client
sent is not equals to the value of Transaction ID which
the DHCP server sent, the DHCP server eliminates the
preserved network parameters in sending the DHCP Offer
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Fig.4 Format of DHCP ACK packet and Halvorsen’s attack

packet. The DHCP sever does not respond with the DHCP
Request packet. If the value of Transaction ID which the
client sent is equal to the value of Transaction ID which
the DHCP server sent, the DHCP server sends DHCP ACK
packet. The client receives the DHCP ACK packet and sets
IP address and other network parameters included in the
DHCP ACK packet. The DHCP procedures are finished.
4.1.2 DHCP ACK packet

Figure 4 shows a DHCP ACK packet format. The DHCP
ACK packet is very large size packet which is over 300
bytes. They are always sent by the same size in the same
network. However the packet format is a little different
depending on the vender, we can guess the packet format
form BSSID of the AP.

The DHCP ACK packet includes 34 bytes of the
IEEE802.11 part, 330–584 bytes of the Data part, 8 bytes
of the MIC part and 4 bytes of the ICV part, and it is en-
crypted except for the IEEE802.11 part. The Data part
includes 20 bytes of the IP header part and 310–564 bytes
of the UDP header part. The IP header part includes 2
bytes of the IP checksum, IP addresses of the sender and
the receiver and the fixed value which shows the kind of
packet. The IP checksum is the value to check whether IP
header part is broken and is calculated with the only 20
bytes of the IP header part. The UDP header part includes
2 bytes of UDP checksum, 4 bytes of the Transaction ID,
a various of network parameters, for example IP address
of DNS server etc. The UDP checksum is also calculated
with the only UDP header part. The MIC is used to detect
whether the packet is falsified, and is calculated with the
IEEE802.11 part and the Data part. The ICV is used to
detect whether the packet is broken, and is calculated with
the Data part and the MIC part. If a network is established
by a router like a standard home, we can guess the value of
network parameters included the UDP header part. If we
know the IP addresses of the sender and the receiver, un-
known bytes of the DHCP ACK packet are only 16 bytes,
which are 4 bytes of Transaction ID, 8 bytes of MIC and
4 bytes of ICV. The DHCP ACK packet has a feature that
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there are few unknown bytes, because zeros make up of a
majority of the Data part.
4.1.3 DHCP DNS Attack

As we described in Sect. 4.1.1, when the client resolves
a domain name, the client inquires DNS server for the first
time. The client must set IP address of the DNS server
himself/herself. In case of the setting IP address of the
DNS server with DHCP, the client sets the IP address in-
cluded in the DHCP ACK packet which is sent from DHCP
servers. The DHCP DNS attack is an attack that an at-
tacker forces the client to set the forged IP address of the
DNS server and other network parameters. Some OSs*1 in-
crease the value of Transaction ID simply each new packet.
If the attacker can recover the value of Transaction ID of
packet sent from the OS, he/she can guess the value of
Transaction ID of a DHCP ACK packet which the client
will receive next. Even if the attacker sends the falsified
DHCP ACK packet with the guessed Transaction ID sim-
ply, the client doesn’t receive the packet. The attacker
must force the client to send the DHCP Request packet to
force the client to receive the falsified DHCP ACK packet.
It becomes possible for the attacker to force the client to
occur an IP conflict. If the some OSs occur the IP con-
flict, DHCP is automatically updated. The attacker sends
the falsified DHCP ACK packet with the valid Transaction
ID, after the client sent the DHCP Request packet. If the
falsified DHCP ACK packet reaches the client before the
legitimate packet reaches, the client receives that falsified
packet without a doubt. Then, the client does not receive
the legitimate DHCP ACK packet.

According to the F.M. Halvorsen’s experiments, the at-
tacker must send four ARP packets which include the same
IP address as the client to force the client to occur the IP
conflict. The target OS has four priorities*2. The priorities
refer to the passage of the packets. The attacker can use
only the three priorities to attack, because one priority of
four is used in regular communication. However, the at-
tacker cannot force the client to occur IP conflict, because
he/she creates only three ARP packets from a keystream.
The attacker must get two keystreams from two packets.
Specifically, the attacker sends the two falsified ARP pack-
ets which were encrypted with each different keystream to
one priority, and does the same to another priority.

We show a flowchart to execute DHCP DNS attack
in Fig. 5. The attacker creates De-authentication packet
which is used a disconnection and sends it to AP. The client
was forced to disconnect by the attacker starts to reconnect
to the AP. Then, ARP packet with IV=X and DHCP ACK
packet with IV=Y are sent in the network, where Y>X.
The attacker gets these packets. The attacker executes
chopchop attacks for the ARP packet and recovers IP ad-
dresses of the client and the AP, MIC key and a keystream
of IV=X. The attacker finished the chopchop attacks for
the ARP packet, he/she executes the chopchop attacks for

*1 Mac OS X 10.5.
*2 Mac OS X 10.5.
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Fig.5 Flowchart of DHCP DNS attack

the DHCP ACK packet and recovers the value of Transac-
tion ID and a keystream of IV=Y. The attacker creates four
ARP packets, two ARP packets have different priorities
respectively and they were encrypted using the keystream
of IV=X, and the other two ARP packets have different
priorities respectively and they were encrypted using the
keystream of IV=Y. These four ARP packets include the
same IP address as the client. The client misunderstands
that the IP conflict occured and starts to update DHCP, if
the attacker executes the ARP cache poisoning with these
four ARP packets. The attacker sends the falsified DHCP
ACK packet is encrypted using the keystream of IV=X to
the client immediately after the client sent the DHCP Re-
quest packet to the AP. If the falsified DHCP ACK packet
reaches the client before the legitimate DHCP ACK packet
reaches, the attacker can force the client to set the forged
IP address of the DNS server.
4.1.4 Execution Time on Attack

In 2008, Beck and Tews showed that they could fal-
sify ARP packet on WPA supports IEEE802.11e QoS fea-
tures in about 12 minutes. Their attack is implemented
on tkiptun-ng*3. Moreover, F.M. Halvorsen developed
the tkiptun-ng and showed that they could falsify DHCP
ACK packet on WPA supports IEEE802.11e QoS features.
Their attack can recover the total 16 bytes including 8
bytes of MIC, 4 bytes of ICV and 4 bytes of Transaction
ID. The execution time is about 18 minutes and 30 sec-
onds if the attacker receives all MIC error messages cor-
rectly. The execution time is about 20-25 minutes in the

*3 http://www.aircrack-ng.org/
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real environment because the attacker may not receive all
MIC error messages correctly. However, the attacker must
get IP addresses of the sender and the receiver in advance.
The attacker must recover these IP addresses from the ARP
packet if the attacker doesn’t know them. The execution
time for the ARP packet and the DHCP ACK packet is
about 40 minutes.
4.2 An Improved Method for Falsifying Packet

If we know the IP addresses of the sender and the re-
ceiver, unknown bytes of the DHCP ACK packet are only
16 bytes, which are 4 bytes of Transaction ID, 8 bytes of
MIC and 4 bytes of ICV. The DHCP ACK packet has a
feature that there are few unknown bytes, because the Data
part is almost made up of zeros.

We can estimate the execution time of the existing attack
at about 40 minutes, and the target network must support
IEEE802.11e. We are difficult to say that this attack is
a realistic attack in the real environment. The reason is
that the default update interval of the MIC key is an hour
and the attacker must keep attacking for about 40 minutes
without the client’s noticing the attack.

In this paper, we propose the attack method which re-
duces the execution time greatly and enables us to exe-
cute almost all networks using reverse chopchop attack and
QoS forgery attack.
4.2.1 Reverse Chopchop Attack

The Beck-Tews attack enables to recover from the least
significant byte of unknown part, ICV in most cases, by 1
byte. The reverse chopchop attack[11] made a presenta-
tion in 2010 enables to recover from the most significant
byte of unknown part by 1byte. The attacker must guess
the higher part he/she will recover correctly to execute the
reverse chopchop attack.

With our attack, the attacker recovers the total 10 bytes,
each the least significant bytes of a sender and a receiver
IP address and 8 bytes of MIC using the reverse chopchop
attack for an ARP packet. And the attacker calculate ICV
without executing the reverse chopchop attack which takes
longer. The attacker takes about 11 minutes to falsify the

ARP packet. Then, the attacker calculates a keystream and
a MIC key from the recovered MIC.

The first unknown part is IP checksum when the attacker
recovers a DHCP ACK packet using the reverse chopchop
attack. The attacker doesn’t recover the IP checksum be-
cause the IP checksum is calculated with the sender and
receiver IP addresses recovered form the ARP packet as
describe in Sect. 4.1.2. The parts which the attacker ex-
ecutes the reverse chopchop attack on the DHCP ACK
packet first, are 2 bytes of UDP checksum and 2 bytes
of Transaction ID. The attacker calculates the candidates
of 216 UDP checksums from the candidates of 216 Trans-
action IDs and the other bytes of the UDP header to re-
cover the other 2 bytes without executing the reverse chop-
chop attack. The attacker compares these candidates of
216 UDP checksums with the UDP checksum which the
attacker recovered. As a result, the candidates of the UDP
checksum which is equal to the recovered UDP checksum
is always only one. The attacker can guess all the other
parts of the UDP checksum. The attacker calculates MIC
from the Data part which he/she guessed and the MIC key
which he/she recovered from the ARP packet. And the at-
tacker calculates ICV. The attacker calculates a keystream
from the DHCP ACK packet he/she recovered and the en-
crypted DHCP ACK packet. In the attack on the DHCP
ACK packet with our method, the attacker must recover 4
bytes. The execution time is about 5 minutes in the real
environment. Figure 6 shows that the attacker executes the
reverse chopchop attack on the parts for the DHCP ACK
packet. As described above, the attacker recovers only 14
bytes in all and the execution time is at most 20 minutes in
the real environment. The execution time on our attack is
less than half the execution time on the existing attack.
4.2.2 QoS Forgery Attack

If the network the client and AP belong to dose not sup-
port IEEE.11e on the recent implementation on the wire-
less LAN, QoS packets are not sent in the network. The
existing attack with the Beck-Tews attack is effective for
only QoS packets. In other words, the target network must
support IEEE.11e to success the existing attack. We ap-
plied the QoS forgery attack[12] presented in 2010 to fal-
sify the DHCP ACK packets. The attacker can execute this
attack on condition that the client’s WLAN chipsets sup-
port IEEE802.11e. Almost all the client’s WLAN chipsets
which were released recently support IEEE802.11e. As a
result, almost all the client are the target of our attack.
4.3 Evaluation Experiment

We make evaluation experiments to evaluate how long
we take to falsify an ARP packet and a DHCP ACK packet
using the QoS forgery attack and the reverse chopchop at-
tack in the real environment. The purpose of the evaluation
experiments is that we measure the falsifying time for the
two packets and evaluate whether our attack is useful in
the real environment. Furthermore, we confirm whether
we can execute our attack in the network which the exist-
ing attack cannot execute.

Table 1 shows a measurement environment. The ex-
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Table 1 Measurement Environment

AP WHR-HP-G
Client System Mac OS X 10.5
Client WLAN Chipset BCM4321(built-in iMac)
Connection IEEE802.11g

isting attack cannot execute in this measurement environ-
ment because the network of this measurement environ-
ment doesn’t support IEEE802.11e. The evaluation ex-
periments showed that the attacker could falsify the ARP
packet and the DHCP ACK packet using the reverse chop-
chop attack and the QoS forgery attack in about 18 min-
utes. We confirmed that the execution time on our attack
was much shorter than the one on the existing attack. As
a result, the attacker will be able to execute a DHCP DNS
attack even if you set shorter update interval of the MIC
key. And, he/she will be able to execute the DHCP DNS
attack in the network which doesn’t support IEEE802.11e.

We describe the necessary conditions for the attack in
the real environment. The attacker must figure out the
composition of the target network in advance. The attacker
can guess the IP addresses of the DHCP server and the
DNS server etc from one ARP packet, if one router makes
up the network like a standard home. However, the more
complex the target network is, the more difficult for the
attacker to guess these IP addresses from the ARP pack-
ets. The attacker must recover these IP addresses using
the extra reverse chopchop attacks, if he/she cannot guess
them. In the some environments, the client and the AP
don’t initiate a DHCP renewal, even if the attacker sends
De-authentication packet which forces the client and the
AP to disconnect. The attacker cannot initiate the attack
at his/her convenience in those environments. The attacker
must capture the DHCP ACK packet which is sent in the
client’s reconnecting and initiate the same attack. The
client can prevent this attack partially by setting the each
different IP address of DHCP server, DNS server and AP,
because the attacker requires much more time to complete
the attack. It is also important that the client sets up not to
connect to the AP automatically when the client receives
the De-authentication packet.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we showed that the attacker could halt the
client’s use of the network services for over 30 minutes
in almost all networks using the reverse chopchop attack
and the QoS forgery attack for the ARP packets. We also
showed that we could falsify an ARP packet and a DHCP
ACK packet in about 18 minutes in almost all networks
using the reverse chopchop attack and the QoS forgery at-
tack. Therefore, we improved DHCP DNS attack into a
more practical attack.
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